NOVEMBER 16-18, 2021

LEARNING EXPERIENCE
VIRTUAL EVENT OVERVIEW

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
OPENING SESSION—MARKETER DAY
LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
EVENING ENTERTAINMENT

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
OPENING SESSION—NETWORK ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS DAY
LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
PARTNER SESSIONS
EDUCATION SERVICES—TECHNICAL TRAINING

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
OPENING SESSION—CUSTOMER SUPPORT DAY
LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
PARTNER SESSIONS
EDUCATION SERVICES—TECHNICAL TRAINING

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

MARKETER DAY
OPENING GENERAL SESSION
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM ET
As a marketer, you are connected to every area of the organization. As a result, you are either
responsible for or aligned with every department—from accounting to product development
to branding and services. The secret to overcoming these challenges lies in data that helps you
deliver the right message at the right time to excite the right subscriber. Spend time with our
line-up of speakers who will show you how.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
SCHEDULED SESSIONS
SESSION ONE: 11:45 AM – 12:30 PM ET
Bring the Revenue EDGE Vision to Your Organization
No one wants a dumb pipe to the side of their home. The subscriber experience is defined by
the device in their hand. Is your organization well aligned to understanding why broadband
service providers (BSPs) must focus on delivering ultimate subscriber experiences to stay
competitive? Join this pre-recorded session to hear best practices in getting everyone in on the
vision.

SESSION TWO: 1:00 PM – 1:30 PM ET
Drive Marketing ROI Using Mailchimp. CityWest Shares How!
How can you simplify the planning, creation, and execution of omnichannel campaigns with
integrated solutions that can help yield amazing results and greater marketing ROI? Watch
this engaging one-on-one discussion between CityWest and Calix. In this pre-recorded session,
CityWest shares how their cloud, email marketing, mobile app, and success service investments
are paying off and enabling them to better engage with subscribers.

LIVE Q&A: 1:30 PM – 1:45 PM ET AND 4:30 PM – 4:45 PM ET
Live Q&A!
Join the Calix crew to ask questions and discuss the morning presentations.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16
ON-DEMAND SESSIONS (AVAILABLE AT 2:00 PM ET)
Move Forward: Drive ExperienceIQ™ and ProtectIQ™ to a volume discount
How can you improve the ROI for your suites? We’ll share key learnings from our customers on
their best practices and techniques that enabled them to move their IQ adoption and take rates
to secure volume discounts to improve ROI and subscriber experience.
Customer for Life: Launch Arlo as a Managed Service
Have you been looking for a simple way to incorporate a smart camera solution for your
subscriber experience? Learn how to offer your subscribers a premium home camera service
that elevates their experience and gives them peace of mind that their home and family are
protected. We will take you through five steps to launch the Arlo Secure connected camera
solution quickly and successfully to your subscribers.
Customer for Life: Acquire New Customers With Facebook Look-a-Like Modeling
Is your company on Facebook? Did you know you can use look-a-like modeling to target new
customers for your services? Join us to learn how!

CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
Live, interactive, small group discussions with other Calix customers to talk about solution
adoption, best practices, and user tips. We host the session; you and other participants drive the
conversation. The sessions listed below are each offered live during a concurrent time slot on
Tuesday.

2:00 PM – 2:45 PM ET
n

Customer retention strategies that work

n

Driving upsells with marketing campaigns

n

Ideas for promoting ProtectIQ and ExperienceIQ to customers

n

Marketing strategy for acquisition

INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM ET
Visit the virtual Innovation Showcase to get more information about the latest Calix products and
solutions, watch videos, access additional collateral, and chat with experts about the topics that
interest you most.

SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
3:00 PM - 4:45 PM ET
Meet with our sponsors via video during our sponsor lounges. Chat with them live.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16

PARTNER SESSIONS—ON DEMAND
Attend presentations from our partner ecosystem to hear how you can accelerate your business
to grow, shorten your time to market, and delight your subscribers for additional growth
opportunities.
Powering the Broadband Customer Experience, GLDS
Whether your customer is window shopping, or they are ready to commit to a long-term
relationship, customers expect to be able to do business with you how they want, when they
want, where they want. The key to meeting this expectation is flexibility and automation from
your customer management and service delivery systems. Automate the complete customer
life cycle from on-boarding to payment processing to minimize revenue leakage and maximize
customer satisfaction.
Consumer Product Insights for a New Fiber Market, Innovative Systems
Understanding consumer desires when entering an underserved market can be key to having
early success. View this session to learn more about consumer buying behaviors and preferences
for the delivery of Broadband and Video services in markets you plan to serve. Following this
session, attendees will receive a White Paper providing more information on this topic.
Data Driven – Simplified, CheckPoint Solutions
Meet CheckPoint Solutions, the software platform that transitions raw data into business
intelligence creating a single point of operational coordination for all disciplines driving
efficiency, growth, expansion, and more rapid ROI.
Expand Your Portfolio in 2022 With Business Cloud Communication Services, Alianza
Businesses of all sizes and across verticals are embracing digital transformation and adopting
cloud services to accelerate the pace of business and improve productivity. With over 87% of
SMBs preferring to purchase phone and cloud communications from their broadband provider,
there is a tremendous opportunity to capture more wallet share and increase revenue while
providing additional value to customers.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

NETWORK ENGINEERING AND OPERATIONS DAY
OPENING GENERAL SESSION
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM ET
Do you spend your day trying to keep up with new technologies, new services, subscriber service
turn-ups, and service troubleshooting—all while hoping subscriber demand doesn’t exceed your
network’s ability to deliver? Would you like to figure out how to get ahead of these challenges?
Join this session to learn how you can build or transform your network to one that enables
you to focus on delivering new innovative services while delivering an exceptional subscriber
experience.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
SCHEDULED SESSIONS
LIVE SESSION ONE: 11:45 AM – 12:30 PM ET
At Your Service: Network Reliability, Security, and Simplicity
Join Calix solution architects, partners, and service providers as they discuss how the simplicity
of Layer 2 access networks combines with flexible Layer 3 routing and subscriber management
capabilities to create a service delivery network that is scalable, efficient, and secure.

LIVE SESSION TWO: 1:00 PM – 1:45 PM ET
Solutions for Small Businesses
Small businesses rely on the internet to run their business. They connect their primary systems
like POS for payment processing and must provide Wi-Fi to guests and staff indoors and
outdoors. Learn how Calix will give BSPs a turnkey solution to meet the needs of the small
business market.

LIVE SESSION THREE: 3:00 PM – 3:45 PM ET
Winning Strategies for Broadband Funding With a Focus on USDA ReConnect Round 3
Proposals for new broadband funding have reached an all-time high. In this training session, we
will share winning strategies for USDA ReConnect Round 3, ARPA state and local programs, and
the infrastructure plan.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
ON-DEMAND SESSIONS (AVAILABLE AT 2:00 PM ET)
Moving From the Workhorse Network of Today to the
Thoroughbred Network of Tomorrow
Why today’s BSPs are betting big on an always-on software-defined network platform to win
the race for tomorrow’s high-value broadband subscriber. Hear from Calix customers on why
they selected the Intelligent Access EDGE solution and the Network Innovation Platform for
delivering the ultimate broadband subscriber experience. Learn how the benefits derived via
AXOS, SMx, Diagnostics Toolbox, Deployment Enablement Services/Professional Services, etc.,
best position BSPs to win for decades to come.
Living in a Multi-Gig World
10G XGS-PON deployments are growing 500 percent year over year as operators of all types
prepare their networks for the broadband battles coming to their markets. Hear about the
key factors driving BSPs to move now to architect their network to own their market for years
to come.
Science of Great Wi-Fi
Get the most out of your Wi-Fi systems by understanding the technology, engineering
design, and deployment best practices that result in peak bandwidth performance and
whole-home coverage. Join the Calix Wi-Fi experts to discuss Wi-Fi technology, new
standards, and home network design. This session will provide an opportunity for Q&A and
sharing of ideas with peers.
Delivering a Seamless Subscriber Experience
Learn how to bring the Intelligent Access EDGE and Revenue EDGE solutions together, along
with the automation and predictive intelligence of the Calix Cloud, to deliver new offerings
and enable new use cases—helping BSPs simplify operations, excite subscribers, and
supercharge growth.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17

CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
Live, interactive, small group discussions with other Calix customers to talk about solution
adoption, best practices, and user tips. We host the session; you and other participants drive the
conversation. The sessions listed below are each offered live during a concurrent time slot on
Wednesday.

2:00 PM – 2:45 PM ET
n

Best practices creating workflows from CSR to truck roll

n

Best practices deploying new technology in your network

n

Best practices for network architecture

INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM ET
Visit the virtual Innovation Showcase to get more information about the latest Calix products and
solutions, watch videos, access additional collateral, and chat with experts about the topics that
interest you most.

SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
3:00 PM - 4:45 PM ET
Meet with our sponsors via video during our sponsor lounges. Chat with them live.

PARTNER SESSIONS—ON DEMAND
Attend presentations from our partner ecosystem to hear how you can accelerate your business
to grow, shorten your time to market, and delight your subscribers for additional growth
opportunities.
ISP Starter Kit: Network Architecture Matters to Service Providers, CCI Systems
Becoming an Internet Service Provider (ISP) is more complicated than slapping together a
network and hitting the ON switch. Stepping back and looking at the entire thing, knowing how
each network component will work alongside its peers, and recognizing how each building block
functions takes experience. All too often, this perspective isn’t considered until well after the fiber
build is complete.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Understanding Different FTTH Design Architectures, VantagePoint Solutions
Explore the different options available for rural fiber-based broadband design. Vantage
Point Solutions will cover various fiber architecture options, including differences and cost
considerations, and design limitations of commonly used network elements.
Gaining Momentum for Calix Customers, Momentum Telecom
Grow your existing and create new revenue streams through Momentum’s turnkey CPaaS
and UCaaS.

EDUCATION SERVICES—TECHNICAL TRAINING
LIVE: 2:00 PM – 2:45 PM ET
Wi-Fi Introduction
This session is intended for a non-technical audience who want a foundational
understanding of Wi-Fi terms, bands, access points, and stations.

LIVE: 3:00 PM – 3:45 PM ET
Wi-Fi Technical Basics
This session is intended for a technical audience who want a foundational understanding
of radio propagation concepts and application to Wi-Fi radio communication.

LIVE: 4:00 PM – 4:45 PM ET
Wi-Fi Measurements and Monitoring: Calix Support Cloud
This session is intended for an installation technical support audience who want a
foundational understanding of Wi-Fi constraints, issues, and use of Calix Support Cloud to
measure home network performance.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18

CUSTOMER SUPPORT DAY
OPENING GENERAL SESSION
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM ET
Customer support plays a pivotal role in your business’s ongoing relationship with your
subscribers. Are you doing enough with your people, processes, and tools to evolve
this important resource from reactively solving problems to proactively improving the
subscriber experience and helping you grow your business? Data, actionable insights,
and new tools to simplify how and when you engage your subscribers are crucial to the
success of your frontline teams and can help you take advantage of cross-sell and upsell
opportunities. Join our lineup of industry experts and innovative service providers who
will share with you the latest trends, insights, and best practices that will enable you to
deliver an exceptional subscriber experience.

LEARNING EXPERIENCES: LIVE AND ON-DEMAND
SCHEDULED SESSIONS
LIVE SESSION ONE: 11:45 AM – 12:30 PM ET
Reduce Inbound Calls—Educate Your Subscribers
Subscriber education is a key building block of a proactive support strategy. It not
only teaches your subscribers how to use and maximize the value of the products
and services you offer but can help drive down support costs and improve subscriber
experience. Discover how leading BSPs are successfully accelerating their subscriber
education programs with Calix resources and services.

LIVE SESSION TWO: 1:00 PM – 1:45 PM ET
Digital Subscriber Engagement—Are You Leading or Falling Behind?
How does your customer support organization compare to others when it comes to
exciting subscribers? Mila D’Antonio with Omdia will walk you through the challenges
and opportunities customer support teams face as they evolve to a digital-first,
subscriber-first engagement model.

ON-DEMAND SESSIONS (AVAILABLE AT 2:00 PM ET)
Establishing a World-Class Quality Program for Broadband Installations
How do you innovate your customer support and field technician processes to improve
quality and cost when it comes to broadband installations? Hear Calix experts share
best practices for establishing and executing a program for differentiating on quality
and delighting the subscriber.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Pro Softskill Tips That Drive Service Upsell Opportunities
Would you like to create a delightful subscriber experience and help your customer support
team better position your services? Learn from Calix industry best practices on how to transform
your support calls into sales opportunities.
Why Improving First Call Resolution Should Be a Key Objective
Addressing your subscriber concerns quickly and efficiently means lower escalations and truck
rolls. It also improves subscriber satisfaction—making them more loyal to your brand. Learn how
end-to-end visibility into your subscriber experience and call outcome tracking can drive up your
first call resolution.
Do Not Let Your Subscribers Fall Behind—Best Practices
for Subscriber and System Health
Are your customer support team and field technicians up to speed on ensuring a superior
subscriber experience and improving premises system health? Calix Customer Success will
guide you on the latest best practices for managed Wi-Fi delivery, GigaSpire performance,
and CommandIQ adoption. Make sure you are using everything at your disposal to keep your
subscribers secure and their experience exceptional.

CIRCLES OF SUCCESS
Live, interactive, small group discussions with other Calix customers to talk about solution
adoption, best practices, and user tips. We host the session; you and other participants drive the
conversation. The sessions listed below are each offered live during a concurrent time slot on
Thursday.

2:00 PM – 2:45 PM ET
n

Cost of poor-quality assurance on premises installations with CSC

n

CSC NetOps best practices—configurations and workflows

n

GigaSpire health, deployment, and customer support best practices

n

Understanding ultimate Wi-Fi—using the GigaSpire, U6 and U4

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18

INNOVATION SHOWCASE AND EXPO
2:00 PM - 5:00 PM ET
Visit the virtual Innovation Showcase to get more information about the latest Calix products and
solutions, watch videos, access additional collateral, and chat with experts about the topics that
interest you most.

SPONSOR VIDEO LOUNGE
3:00 PM - 4:45 PM ET
Meet with our sponsors via video during our sponsor lounges. Chat with them live.

PARTNER SESSIONS—ON DEMAND
Attend presentations from our partner ecosystem to hear how you can accelerate your business
to grow, shorten your time to market, and delight your subscribers for additional growth
opportunities.
Customer Testimonials: How Two Small Towns Had Successful FTTP Deployments,
Clearfield
Superior customer service is going beyond the normal interactions with a customer to make
certain that the customer feels heard, understood, and valued. This is in Clearfield’s DNA! Our
Company Values continue to drive the solutions that make our customers happy and successful.
At Clearfield, we make every decision by listening to our clients, understanding our client’s needs,
and collaborating with them and each other to deliver the best solution. In this brief video, we
invite you to travel with us to western Massachusetts and to south-central Ohio to witness this
collaboration and superior customer support in practice. These stories showcase how Clearfield
customers deploy fiber to homes and businesses in smaller towns adjacent to larger cities as well
as rurally located– not only to connect the unserved and underserved, but as a catalyst for local
economic development.
Customer Service Representative Operations for Efficient Growth, Powercode
In today’s world of on demand functionality, we invite you to adopt a new approach to operating
efficiently, providing service to a customer through one pane of glass. From first contact to
installing a client, we have seen over 1,000 ISPs scale efficiently. With best business practice we
have simplified the customer activation process allowing your Customer Service Representatives
to do more, better.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Transform Data Insights Into Future Growth With Sonar Business Intelligence, Sonar
Financial health is the cornerstone for an Internet Service Providers’ capacity to deliver a quality
customer experience, remaincompetitive, and continuously fuel growth. To stay profitable
and be viable, the decisions you make are only as good as the information you use to make
them. Business Intelligence tools provide a comprehensive view of your organization’s data
by collecting and analyzing subscriber information, platform usage, and financial data.In this
session we will show you how Business Intelligence can benefit your organization to establish a
detailed roadmap to success, increase Average Revenue Per User, drive operational efficiencies,
leverage cost savings, and improve your bottom line.

EDUCATION SERVICES—TECHNICAL TRAINING
LIVE: 2:00 PM – 2:45 PM ET
AXOS Turn-up and Transport
A condensed, introductory version of the four-hour course, we will cover E3/E7/E9 AXOS initial
node configuration, including LAG uplinks and Ethernet ring topologies.

LIVE: 3:00 PM – 3:45 PM ET
AXOS Triple-Play Services
A condensed, introductory version of the full-day course, we will illustrate how to implement
triple-play services using AXOS GPON, XGS PON, and NGPON2 technologies.

LIVE: 4:00 PM – 4:45 PM ET
AXOS Maintenance, Monitoring, and Troubleshooting
A condensed, introductory version of the full-day course, we will discuss AXOS system and
ONT upgrades, AXOS diagnostic tools, and AXOS system and ONT troubleshooting tools and
techniques.

